
Antimicrobial trays

  The iconic Gratnells tray is available in 4 heights. All sizes are 
available with BioCote, anti-microbial protection

  Available in kiwi and translucent color options  
  Complementary antimicrobial lids fit all tray sizes
  Fits all existing and future Gratnells compatible storage units
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Health and hygiene in the classroom
Keeping children safe and healthy is a top priority for school systems and educators as 
students are welcomed back into the classroom. A focus on excellent hygiene, 
hand-washing, and surface decontamination is critical to maintaining a healthy learning 
environment. 

As schools start to return from the Covid-19 pandemic we will see new classroom 
formats with greater distancing, controlled movement, reduced class sizes, and 
increased hygiene protocols.

At Gratnells we have supplied hospitals and the health sector with storage solutions, 
including carts and trays, for over 40 years. Most of these products have an antimicrobial 
finish, for both plastic trays and cart frames, which resists surface contamination, and 
helps with infection control.

The active additive, called BioCote®, is proven to reduce micro-organisms, such as 
bacteria, mould and fungi and the influenza A H1N1 virus, by up to 99.99% on protected 
surfaces. In a controlled test over an academic year in a treated classroom, absenteeism 
was reduced by 20% due to greater infection control and reduced transmission.

Antimicrobial carts

  Our popular worldwide classroom and 
science storage system is now available 
with BioCote antimicrobial protection

  All steel surfaces and trays are available with BioCote 
antimicrobial protection

  Runners can be reconfigured easily for a range of tray 
heights, suitable for classroom resource management 
with ease

  Lightweight and compact construction allows for maximum 
flexibility and positioning

  Ergonomic handles and large robust castors allow trolleys 
to be moved with ease as needs change

 A range of models and configurations available



NEW RELEASES 
from Gratnells
SortED tray insert system 

A range of inserts designed to be flexible and useable in shallow and 
deep Gratnells trays. Inserts can accommodate a variety of parts and 
spares for robitics and coding STEAM activities and enable division of 
a Gratnells tray to between 2 and 8 sections. 
 
SortED inserts are also useful in early years for easy deployment of 
resources throughout the classroom reducing set-up and 
take-down time.  

  SortED is the latest in-tray organisation and is compatible with 
Gratnells shallow F1 and deep F2 trays 

  Divides trays into 2, 4 and 8 sections, with double layers available for 
deep F2 trays

  Strong, rigid construction 

  Bright and fun colors with pre-treated antimicrobial protection for 
extra peace of mind 

  Excellent for organising individual student resources in a single tray, 
promoting social distanced learning

  Helps reduce infection transmission when resources are once again 
shared amongst students

  Available in bulk or small pre-packed sets

Dynamis collection

  Flexible, cost-effective storage system, compatible with the award-
winning Gratnells tray range

  Static frame and cart options available, Dynamis is perfect for any 
classroom environment

  Trays can be interchangeable between cart and frame options so you 
can easily move equipment around the school as needed

  Shipped with both feet and castors, giving you complete choice 
when integrating to your classroom design 

Visit www.gratnellsusa.com for more info 
T: (727) 325-2904   E: service@gratnells.com


